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With the realization of stress-induced perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, efficient spin-orbit torque switching,
and room temperature topological Hall effect, interest in rare earth iron garnets has been revived in recent
years for their potential in spintronic applications. In this study, we investigate the magnetic properties of
micrometer-thick Bi and Ga substituted thulium iron garnets (BiGa:TmIG) grown by the liquid-phase epitaxy
method. Above the magnetization compensation (MC) temperature, anomalous triple hysteresis is observed in
BiGa:TmIG/Pt heterostructures by anomalous Hall effect measurements. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism and
energy dispersive spectroscopy measurements reveal its origin as an internal exchange bias (EB) effect arising
from inhomogeneities localized at the surface of the film. Possibly depending on the difference in thickness and
defect realization of the EB layer, two types of magnetization reversal mechanisms, namely, the Stoner-Wohlfarth
type and the reversible domain-wall motion type, are observed. Our results show that rich meta-magnetic phases
exist in garnets close to MC, which can be robustly tuned by chemical composition engineering and conveniently
probed by electrical transport measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.5.074409
I. INTRODUCTION

In ferrimagnetic (FI) rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM)
alloys and compounds, the magnetic moments of the REs
(Gd, Tb, Tm, etc.) and the TMs (Fe, Co and Ni) are antiferromagnetically (AF) coupled to each other. By changing
composition or temperature, the RE and TM moments can
cancel each other, resulting in a vanishing net magnetization. At this so-called magnetization compensation (MC)
point, FIs resemble AFs, which makes them attractive as
units in magnetic memory or logic devices for their immunity to external fields and ultrafast magnetization dynamics
[1]. In the past few years, enhanced spin-orbit field [2], fast
domain-wall motion [3], and ultrafast magnetization switching [4] have been demonstrated in RE-TM alloys close to
compensation. Compared with these alloys, FI rare earth
iron garnets (ReIG) have much higher chemical stability and
lower Gilbert damping. As a prototypical FI insulator with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) [5], thulium iron
garnet Tm3 Fe5 O12 (TmIG) has been shown to exhibit efficient
spin-orbit torque switching [6] and above room temperature
topological Hall effect [7]. However, partly because stoichiometric TmIG does not compensate above 1.5 K [8,9],
phenomena around compensation have not been well explored.
A more traditional application of antiferromagnets is working as the exchange bias (EB) pinning layer in hard disks
and spin valves. The EB effect [10,11] typically refers to the
shift of the hysteresis of a ferromagnet (FM) in an AF/FM
heterostructure caused by the atomic exchange coupling at

the interface between the FM and the uncompensated AF.
Interestingly, depending on whether being hard or soft, and
whether close to or away from MC, FI can replace the AF
or/and FM layers and create novel EB effects. Indeed, EBrelated effects have been reported in AF/FI [12], FI/FM
[13–15], and FI/FI [16] systems with compensated FI spin
structures at the interface. Moreover, owing to the tunability
of magnetic properties through composition variation, an inhomogeneous FI can exhibit a self-EB effect, which shows up
as anomalous triple hysteresis. Such internal EB phenomenon
has been studied in thick GdCo [17,18] and thin DyCo [19,20]
films. It remains as an interesting question whether and how
similar internal EB effect can form in ReIGs.
In this work, MC is introduced into TmIG films via changing the Tm/Fe ratio through cation doping. With anomalous
Hall effect (AHE) and soft x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) techniques, we observe triple hysteresis in a
14.1 μm-thick BiGa:TmIG film and identify its origin as an
internal EB effect due to sample inhomogeneity. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and control etching experiments
confirm that the EB layer being close to the surface has a
thickness in the ∼100 nm range at 140 K. When the thickness
of the EB layer becomes thinner, a crossover from irreversible
to reversible magnetization switching processes is observed.
The latter is explained by a qualitative domain-wall formation
model. Our results demonstrate doped ReIGs as a versatile
playground to study EB effects and magnetization switching
processes.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
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The Bi and Ga substituted Tm3 Fe5 O12 films were grown
on both sides of (111)-oriented GGG substrates by the liquid074409-1
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Magnetization compensation

As depicted in Fig. 1(a), eight formula units constitute a cubic unit cell of Tm3 Fe5 O12 . The 24 Fe3+ (d)
ions at tetrahedral sites are AF coupled with the 16 Fe3+ (a)
ions at octahedral sites, and the moments of the 24 Tm3+
(c) ions at dodecahedral sites are also antiparallelly aligned
with Fe3+ (d) ions, both by superexchange interaction through
the O2− ions [27]. Because of the small moment of Tm,
the magnetization of pure TmIG remains Fe dominant and
does not exhibit compensation above 1.5 K [8,9]. However,
this can be overcome by changing the Tm/Fe atomic ratio
through chemical doping. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the XRD
measurements of the front and back sides of a 14.1-μm thick
BiGa:TmIG sample give almost identical peak locations and
intensities, suggesting very similar bulk properties of the films
on both sides of the substrate. The IP and OP MH loops
reveal clear PMA [Fig. 1(d)]. The original purpose of introducing Bi3+ ions, which enter dodecahedral sites, was to
enhance magneto-optical response [28] as well as growthinduced PMA [29], but in this study we focus on the effect
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phase epitaxy (LPE) method [21,22]. High-purity Bi2 O3 ,
Tm2 O3 , Ga2 O3 , and Fe2 O3 were mixed and melted in a
platinum crucible while slowly rotating the substrate in the
melt with a growth temperature of 900 ◦ C. Right after taking
out from the flux, the substrate was rotated at high speeds
to remove the residual flux adhered to the sample surface.
The crystalline quality of the sample was examined by xray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku) with a copper K-α radiation
source. In-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OP) magnetization
versus field loops were obtained with a vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM, Quantum Design) in standard and oven
modes. Chemical composition of the films was checked by
EDS from both the sample surface and the cross-section. For
transport measurement, we sputter-deposited 10 or 5 nm Pt
films on the BiGa:TmIG films and patterned them into 100 ×
200 μm Hall bar devices with standard photolithography and
ion milling methods. Ti/Cu/Au electrodes were later formed
by magnetron sputtering. AHE measurements were conducted
with OP field scans mainly in a home-built cryogenic transport
measurement system with a 4.5 kOe electromagnet. Measurements with larger fields were performed in a physical property
measurement system (Quantum Design). XMCD experiments
were carried out at the 4-ID-C beamline in the Advanced
Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. The x-ray
beam was incident at 45◦ off the normal of the BiGa:TmIG
sample surface and external field was applied normal to the
sample surface. Soft x-ray Fe L3 and Tm M5 peaks were first
identified by saturating the magnetization in the OP direction while scanning the x-ray energy, and then Fe and Tm
sublattice hysteresis were obtained by sweeping the external
field with x-ray energy fixed at the peak of the XMCD at the
L3 and M5 edges. All measurements were performed in the
total fluorescence yield mode which has a probing depth of
∼50 nm [23]. To recover the spin transmission transparency of
the BiGa:TmIG surface from ion milling, a 5 min Piranha solution (H2 SO4 :H2 O2 = 3 : 1) treatment [24,25] was adopted
for some of the films.
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FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of a unit cell of Tm3 Fe5 O drawn with
VESTA [26]. (b) Schematic of the structure of the LPE-grown
BiGa:TmIG films. (c) XRD scans taken on both sides of the 14.1 μm
thick BiGa:TmIG film. (d) MH loops measured by a VSM with IP
and OP field scans. (e) Saturation magnetization (solid symbols) and
coercivity (open symbols) as a function of temperature for Sample 1
(Bi0.63 Tm2.36 Ga1.15 Fe3.8 5 O12 , solid and open red circles) and Sample
2 (Bi0.5 Tm2.5 Ga1.3 Fe3.7 O12 , solid and open blue stars).

of Ga3+ ions which preferentially substitute Fe3+ (d) ions
[27]. This causes a reduction in Fe sublattice magnetization
and can give a compensation point for TmIG. As can be seen
in Fig. 1(e), the disappearance of saturation magnetization
together with the divergence of coercivity clearly show that
MC is introduced in the above-measured sample with composition Bi0.63 Tm2.36 Ga1.15 Fe3.8 5 O12 (Sample 1) as well as
another 2-μm thick Bi0.5 Tm2.5 Ga1.3 Fe3.7 O12 film (Sample 2)
grown from a different melt. The chemical compositions were
obtained by EDS from the surface of the films. Indeed, with a
higher Tm/Fe ratio, the MC temperature, denoted as TMC of
Sample 2 (205 K), is higher than that of Sample 1 (135 K). In
the following, the study is mainly focused on the front side of
Sample 1 unless otherwise noted.
B. Anomalous hysteresis probed by AHE

As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), a charge current flowing in
Pt injects spin currents into TmIG via the spin Hall effect
(SHE) [30]. However, when the TmIG magnetization has a
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the SH-AHE magnetometry. (b) AHE in the BiGa : TmIG(14.1 μm)/Pt(10 nm) Device 1. Field is applied in the
OP direction and a linear background from the ordinary Hall effect is removed. (c) The temperature dependence of AHE resistance Ryx and
coercivity Hc . Blue and red arrows represent the Tm and Fe sublattice magnetization, respectively.

finite z component, the imaginary part of the spin-mixing
conductance causes a backflow of spin currents polarized in
the longitudinal (x) direction. Consequently, these reflected
spin currents generate an anomalous Hall voltage via the
inverse SHE [31]. Since the spin currents mainly interact with
the 3d transition metals [32], the sign and the magnitude
of the Hall voltage solely reflect the orientation of the Fe
sublattice magnetization. Because the dephasing length for
transverse spins is only ∼1 nm in FMs [33] and less than
10 nm in nearly compensated FIs [32], the probing depth of
this method is between 1 and 10 nm. Thus, this so-called
SHE-induced AHE (SH-AHE) can be utilized as a local,
surface-sensitive, and element-specific magnetometry method
for insulating magnetic systems. Figure 2(b) displays the
AHE results of a BiGa : TmIG(14.1μm)/Pt(10nm) Hall bar
(Device 1) after the linear ordinary Hall effect background
was subtracted. The first notable feature is that the residual
hysteresis around zero field changes sign twice, first at around
135 K and second at around 60 K. As shown in Fig. 2(c),
the 135 K AHE sign change accompanied with divergent
coercivity is due to the compensation effect, consistent with
VSM measurement [Fig. 1(e)]. The second sign change is
possibly caused by the competition between SH-AHE and
magnetic proximity effect-induced AHE (MP-AHE), the latter
of which has an opposite sign compared with SH-AHE and
is greatly enhanced at low temperatures [34]. The larger Hc
estimated from the AHE loops as compared with that from
the VSM measurement [Fig. 1(e)] is because VSM measures
the overall magnetization of the millimeter-sized bulk sample,
while AHE only probes the magnetization at the surface of
∼1 nm depth and in a local region of ∼100 μm width, which
tends to behave more like a single domain and hence exhibits enhanced remanence and coercivity in hysteresis loops.
Similar behavior was also observed in the MH loops of a
TmIG film measured by VSM and MOKE techniques [6].
The second interesting feature of the AHE loops is that above

TMC , extra hysteresis appears in both positive and negative
fields. As temperature approaches TMC from 170 K, the center
of the extra hysteresis moves from 3300 to 1100 Oe. The
asymmetry between the left and right hysteresis is due to the
slight temperature increase during the measurement. Similar
anomalous hysteresis was also observed in RE-TM alloys
[17,18,35]. There are two possible mechanisms for this behavior. The first is when there is chemical inhomogeneity, in
certain temperature ranges the film is effectively composed
of two exchange-coupled layers with different compensation
temperatures [17,18]. The second possible reason for such
triple hysteresis is first-order spin-flop phase transition where
above a threshold field strength, the magnetizations of the two
sublattices become noncollinear [35]. The spin-flop transition
field required to counteract the strong exchange interaction is
typically of the order of 10 T. Here, in the BiGa:TmIG films,
the flipping fields are well below 1 T, which indicates that
film inhomogeneity is the more likely reason for the observed
anomalous hysteresis.
C. Internal exchange bias

XMCD [36,37] is based on the asymmetry between the
resonant absorption of left and right circularly polarized
x-rays by a magnetic material. Because each element has its
characteristic electronic structure, XMCD has the advantage
of being element-specific. Representative x-ray energy scans
on the BiGa:TmIG film around the Fe L3 and Tm M5 edges
are plotted in Fig. 3(a). At these edges, we obtained Fe and Tm
sublattice hysteresis by scanning the external field, as shown
in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Reversed XMCD signal is plotted as the
y-axis so the sign in Fig. 3(b) directly reflects the polarity of
Fe sublattice moment. The first important feature of the results
is that at the extra hysteresis (e.g., 1200 Oe at 140 K), both Fe
and Tm moments take a complete 180◦ flip, simultaneously.
This safely rules out spin-flop phase transition as the reason
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FIG. 3. (a) Representative XMCD energy scans at the Fe L3 and Tm M5 edges with a fixed external field. (b) and (c) Fe and Tm sublattice
hysteresis were obtained by fixing energy at L3 and M5 peaks while scanning the external field applied normal to the sample surface. (d) Tm/Fe
atomic ratio depth profile obtained by cross-sectional EDS measurement.

for the observed anomalous hysteresis and points its origin
to be an EB effect possibly caused by film inhomogeneity.
Besides, the sign change of the residual hysteresis from 140
to 130 K again shows 135 K as the MC point. Moreover,
from 120 to 23 K, the Fe moment remains antiparallel to the
external field [Fig. 3(b)], which confirms that the sign change
of the AHE loop from 100 to 12 K [Fig. 2(b)] is indeed
due to competing AHE mechanisms. By carrying out EDS
measurements on a manually cut cross-section, we obtained
Tm/Fe atomic ratio depth profile for the BiGa:TmIG film.
Both the EDS sampling size and the depth are ∼1 μm. As can
be seen in Fig. 3(d), the Tm/Fe ratio is much larger at the film
surface (0.25 and 0.5 μm) than the rest of the bulk (1–13 μm).
This indicates that the inhomogeneity is localized close to the
sample surface, and it has a higher MC temperature compared
with that of the bulk. Such different surface-bulk composition
may be caused by the post-growth high-speed spinning process, but because of the continuous growth procedure, it is
more likely that the Tm/Fe composition takes a continuous
gradient instead of a sharp jump as in artificially engineered
heterostructures. The existence of such composition gradient
is supported by analyzing the temperature dependence of the
EB field and the anisotropy energy, as shown in Appendix C.
The essence of the EB effect is the competition between
the exchange and the Zeeman energies. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, at 140 K, the BiGa:TmIG film can be divided into
bulk
the Fe-dominant bulk part with a TMC
≈ 135 K and the Tmdominant surface layer with a TMC gradient ranging from
about 140 to above 200 K [as shown in Sect. III D]. The
thickness of the surface EB layer tEB is defined as the distance
from the sample surface to the MC boundary. In regime (i),
the external field is smaller than the bias field Hb , defined as
the center of the biased hysteresis, and exchange energy aligns

FIG. 4. (Top) AHE of Device A at 140 K as shown in Fig. 5.
(Bottom) Illustration of the internal EB effect. Blue and red arrows
represent the Tm and Fe magnetization, respectively. MC denotes
the magnetization compensation boundary between surface and bulk.
Only part of the bulk is drawn. In regime (i) H < Hb , exchange
energy aligns the surface moments with those of the bulk, while
in regime (ii), an external field larger than Hb + Hbc reverts the
surface magnetization and a domain wall is formed beneath the MC
boundary.
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FIG. 5. AHE results of Hall bar Device A and B fabricated on Sides A and B, respectively, on a BiGa:TmIG film. Both devices share
the same BiGa : TmIG(14.1 μm)/Pt(5 nm) structure and Hall bar geometry, and the measurements were done simultaneously. The inset is a
cross-sectional AFM scan across the border between Sides A and B.

the Tm and Fe sublattices of the surface to those of the bulk,
resulting in a positive AHE signal. However, because of being
Tm-dominant, the net magnetization of the surface EB layer
points opposite to the external field, which is unfavorable in
terms of Zeeman energy. When the external field is increased
above the threshold value Hb + Hbc , where Hbc is the coercivity of the biased hysteresis, it is more energy favorable for
the surface to flip its magnetization while forming a domain
wall at the MC boundary [regime (ii)]. The reversal of Fe
sublattice moments at the surface gives a sign change in the
AHE response. Here, we assume the 180◦ domain wall lies in
the pinning bulk layer, just like the walls formed in the AF
layer at the conventional AF/FM EB interfaces [11]. Since
both AHE [Fig. 2(b)] and XMCD [Fig. 3(b)] measurements
show a complete reversal of the biased hysteresis, this gives
a lower bound of tEB at 140 K as the XMCD probing depth
dXMCD ∼ 50 nm. The domain-wall width  is√estimated by
A
the classical wall profile equation
√ [38]  = π K2 u ≈ 77 nm,
and the wall energy σw = 4 AK ≈ 0.24 mJ/m . Here, the
anisotropy energy Ku = 2.49 kJ/m3 is extrapolated from IP
VSM measurements (see Appendix A), and the exchange
stiffness A ∼ 1.5 pJ/m is estimated by measuring the Curie
temperature TC and comparing with substituted garnets with a
similar TC and doping level (Appendix B).
By equaling the Zeeman and wall energies, we get the
master equation of this internal EB effect [18]
σw
Hb =
,
(1)
2μ0 MsavgtEB
where μ0 is the vacuum permeability and Msavg is the average
magnetization of the EB layer. With known Hb and σw , Eq. (1)
can be utilized to estimate tEB . As shown by the AFM scan in
the inset of Fig. 5, we created a 36.5-nm step between Sides A
and B on a BiGa:TmIG film by photoresist mask and ion-mill
etching. The thicknesses tA and tB are defined as the distance
between the MC boundary and the top of the surface. The
∼8 nm difference between tA and tEB is from Piranha solution
treatment used to recover the spin transmission of the sample
surface from ion milling [24,25]. After fabrication of 5-nm Pt

Hall bar devices with the same structure, we simultaneously
carried out AHE measurements on Devices A and B, which
are located on Sides A and B of the film, respectively. As can
be seen in Fig. 5, the dramatic increase of Hb from 1200 (Device A) to 2900 Oe (Device B) at 140 K immediately suggests
that tA and tB are comparable to the 36.5-nm step height. Besides, the enhanced AHE response in the acid-treated Devices
A and B compared with Device 1 [Fig. 2(b)] made from the
as-grown BiGa:TmIG film demonstrates that the spin transmission transparency at the BiGa:TmIG/Pt interface is greatly
enhanced by the Piranha solution treatment, similar with the
previous report on the yttrium iron garnet Y3 Fe5 O12 (YIG)/Pt
interface [24]. In order to account for the composition gradient
in the EB layer, we simply assume a linear magnetization
gradient,
Ms (t ) =

Mssurf
t,
tEB

(2)

where Mssurf is the saturation magnetization right at the original sample surface and t is the distance count from the
MC boundary. Replacing MssurftEB in Eq. (1) by Ms (t )dt
and taking Hb from AHE results on Devices A and B, we
get tA ≈ 67 nm and the thickness of the original EB layer
is tEB ≈ 75 nm at 140 K. Because the exact magnetization
depth profile is unknown, this value only serves as an order
of magnitude estimation and confirms that the inhomogeneity
is indeed located very close to the sample surface, consistent
with the EDS results [Fig. 3(d)].
D. The birth of a wall

Figure 6(a) displays the 200–250 K AHE loops of the
same BiGa:TmIG/Pt Device 1 shown in Fig. 2(b). Although at
200 K, the EB layer still switches around Hb = 7.6 kOe in an
abrupt and hysteretic way, similar to the results between 137
and 170 K [Fig. 2(b)], when temperature is increased to 230 or
250 K, a trend toward a gradual and reversible magnetization
switching process is observed. Similar gradual reversal behavior of the EB layer is also observed through XMCD at the
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FIG. 6. (a) The 200–250 K AHE results of the same Device 1 shown in Fig. 2(b). (Inset) Schematic of the composition-gradient-caused TMC
gradient and the effective EB layer thickness. (b) Fe sublattice hysteresis measured by XMCD on the back side of the BiGa : TmIG(14.1 μm)
sample. (c) (Top) Fe sublattice hysteresis at 140 K. (Bottom) Illustration of the proposed domain-wall motion model. At regime (i) H = Hi ,
the domain wall starts to enter the XMCD probing region which has a thickness of dXMCD . In regime (ii) Hi < H < Hf , the partial domain wall
is formed and probed by XMCD. At (iii) H = Hf , the wall leaves the XMCD probing region. And finally, when H > Hf [regime (iv)], the wall
is pushed below the MC boundary by the external field.

only measured spot on the film grown on the back side of the
GGG substrate. As plotted in Fig. 6(b), the sign change of the
residual hysteresis from 130 to 140 K proves the bulk of the
backside film also has a MC temperature close to 135 K, same
with the front side. However, above TMC , the average magnetization in the XMCD-probed region changes in a gradual and
nonhysteretic way. The reason for such crossover between different magnetization reversal mechanisms is still unclear. One
possibility is associated with the thickness of the EB layer.
As depicted in the inset of Fig. 6(a), as temperature rises,
due to the composition as well as the compensation gradient
close to the surface, the MC boundary between the bulk and
the EB layer shifts up, and the effective tEB becomes smaller.
We speculate that when the EB layer thickness becomes very
thin (compared with the domain-wall width), possibly due to
the lack of domain-wall pinning sites, it will become more
energy favorable for the EB layer to switch through a partial
domain-wall formation process. As to the difference between
the XMCD results on the front- and backside films [Figs. 3(b)
and 6(b)], because of the inequivalent face-up and -down positions taken by the two sides during the post-growth spinning
procedure, it is possible for the EB layers on the front and
back sides to have different thicknesses and defect realizations. Despite the specific reason for this crossover as well
as the exact wall profile being unknown, we can still draw a
qualitative picture for the domain-wall formation process, as
illustrated in Fig. 6(c). In regime (i), when an external field
is applied and reaches Hi , the net magnetization in the most
Tm-dominant surface layer starts to bend toward the field
direction to lower the Zeeman energy. As the field increases,
more and more Tm moments in the EB layer reorient toward

a positive direction, causing the AF-coupled Fe moments to
rotate toward negative direction, and a partial domain wall
is formed in the XMCD-probed region with a thickness of
dXMCD [regime (ii)]. This shows up as a gradual decrease and
sign change of the Fe sublattice XMCD intensity. In regime
(iii), when H = Hf , the wall finishes its journey in the XMCD
region, and the XMCD intensity is fully reversed. As the field
further increases, the wall creeps down and finally arrives at its
destination below the MC boundary [regime (iv)]. The reason
for this field-driven domain-wall motion being gradual instead
of abrupt may be a wall energy gradient in the vertical direction arising from a gradient in the anisotropy energy, exchange
stiffness, or residual stress. Similar reversible behavior also
exists in conventional magnetization reversal processes when
the domain-wall motion is hindered by a potential energy [38].
IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, by utilizing transport and XMCD measurements, we probed the internal EB in a micrometer-thick
BiGa:TmIG film due to composition inhomogeneities located close to the sample surface. By control experiments
the thickness of the EB layer is calibrated to be at ∼100
nm order at 140 K. Possibly due to the change in the EB
layer thickness as well as defect realization, a crossover from
Stoner-Wohlfarth to domain-wall motion-type magnetization
reversal process is observed. Our results show that the rich
magnetization phase diagram of such compensated FI insulators can be probed by the low-cost, surface-sensitive, and
element-specific AHE magnetometry method. When pushed
down to the sub-100-nm thick limit by vapor-phase deposition
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FIG. 7. (a) MH loops of a BiGa : TmIG(14.1 μm) sample with
IP field scans. A linear paramagnetic background from GGG substrate is removed. (b) Calculated uniaxial anisotropy energy density
as a function of temperature.

methods, these Bi- and Ga-doped TmIG films with tunable
magnetization compensation, novel exchange bias effects, and
enhanced magneto-optical responses may be promising for
spintronic applications.
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APPENDIX A: MEASUREMENT OF THE UNIAXIAL
ANISOTROPY ENERGY DENSITY

In order to estimate the uniaxial anisotropy energy
density Ku , we carried out VSM measurement for a
BiGa:TmIG(14.1 μm) sample with IP field scans, as plotted
in Fig. 7(a). Then Ku is calculated with the equation Ku =
1
μ M H , where Hk is the anisotropy field obtained from the
2 0 s k

FIG. 8. (a) and (b) Saturation magnetization as a function of temperature for Sample 1 (Bi0.63 Tm2.36 Ga1.15 Fe3.8 5 O12 , 14.1 μm) and
Sample 2 (Bi0.5 Tm2.5 Ga1.3 Fe3.7 O12 , 2 μm).

IP MH loops. As shown in Fig. 7(b), Ku gradually increases
from 0.78 to 4.27 kJ/m3 as the temperature decreases from
300 to 60 K. Because of the large Hk at 140 K exceeds our
instrument field limit (3 T), Ku at this temperature is extrapolated from the Ku − T curve as 2.49 ± 0.06 kJ/m3 , where
the uncertainty is taken as the average from the measured Ku
points.
APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF THE EXCHANGE
STIFFNESS FROM TC

Pure YIG has a Curie temperature of 560 K [39] and an
exchange stiffness of 4.15 pJ/m [40]. In Ga3+ or Ge3+ substituted iron garnets, because of the reduction in Fe3+ -O2− -Fe3+
superexchange interaction, both the Curie temperature TC and
the exchange stiffness A are reduced. In order to estimate the
exchange stiffness of our BiGa:TmIG films, we measured MH
loops for Sample 1 and Sample 2 between 300 and 500 K
in the VSM oven mode, and the obtained Ms vs T curves
are shown in Fig. 8. Because the sample and the thermocouple are on opposite sides of the sample holder, the real
sample temperature was calibrated by measuring the Ms vs
T curve of a La-doped YIG crystal with a known Curie
temperature (560 K). From Fig. 8, the Curie temperature for
Sample 1 and Sample 2 is extrapolated to be 430 and 414 K,
respectively. By comparing with the Ga3+ or Ge3+ substituted
garnets with a similar TC and composition [41,42], the exchange stiffness of Sample 1 and 2 is estimated to be ∼1.5
and 1.2 pJ/m, respectively.
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FIG. 9. (a) Saturation magnetization as a function of temperature√for Sample 1 and Sample 2. A positive Ms value means Tm dominant
and negative Fe dominant. (b) Ms vs T between 135 and 200 K. (c) Ku /Hb as a function of temperature. The inset is an illustration of the
composition gradient in the EB layer.
APPENDIX C: TRANSPORT EVIDENCE FOR THE
COMPOSITION GRADIENT IN THE EB LAYER

As shown in Fig. 9(a), despite the different composition
and absolute Ms values, the sign-included Ms for Samples 1
and 2 has a similar temperature dependence. Moreover, between 135 and 200 K, it has an approximate linear relationship
with T [Fig. 9(b)], which can be written as
Ms = aT + b,

(C1)

where a and b are linearization constants between 135 and
200 K. √
From the EB Eq. (1) and the wall energy expression
σw = 4 AKu , we can get the following relation,
√
Ku
μ0 MstEB
μ0 atEB
μ0 btEB
=
= √ T+ √ .
(C2)
√
Hb
2 A
2 A
2 A
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